
Weighted polynomial approximation and Hilbert transforms:Their onnetions to the numerial solution of singularintegral equationsS.B. Damelin and K. Diethelm13 July 2004AbstratIn this artile, we explore the fasinating onnetion between two seemingly unrelated sub-jets: Weighted polynomial approximation and weighted Hilbert transforms. We show howtogether they allow for the rigorous study of stability and good numerial approximation of alarge lass of singular integral equations de�ned on the real line. The methods and materialpresented here are primarily ongoing work of the authors and and their ollaborators and werepresented by the �rst author at the Fourth international onferene on dynami systems andappliations, Atlanta, 21{24 May 2003.2000 AMS(MOS) Classi�ation: 41A10, 42C05, 44A15, 45E05, 65R20.Keywords and Phrases: Error bounds, exponential weight, Freud weight, Hilbert transform,numerial integration, polynomial approximation, potential theory, quadrature, singular integralequation, stability, weighted approximation.1 IntrodutionThis artile deals with the fasinating interplay between two seemingly unrelated subjets: Weightedpolynomial approximation and Hilbert transforms. Our primary aim is to show how these twosubjets have allowed the authors and their ollaborators to prove stability theorems and obtaingood numerial approximations for a large lass of singular integral equations on the line. The exatform of the equations studied is motivated, in part, by onrete appliations (see [1, 2, 12, 13℄ andthe referenes ited therein), and so is of urrent interest and importane.Indeed, in what follows, we will investigate the numerial approximation and stability of singularintegral equations on the line of the form�w2f �K[f ℄ = gw2+Æ (1.1)where w : R ! (0;1) is an even, exponential weight of smooth polynomial deay at in�nity,K[�℄ := H [�w2℄=� is a weighted Hilbert transform, g is a �xed, real valued funtion in a weightedloally Lipshitz spae of order 0 < � < 1 and Æ and � are �nite positive numbers. Our main aim willbe to show that for a large lass of weights w and given g and Æ, there exist �nite, positive numbers �depending on w and � suh that solutions of (1.1) exist globally, are in the same weighted Lipshitzspae as g and may be well approximated in the sense that the numerial approximation tehniquewe use is stable and we are able to obtain error bounds.The problems and methods developed to address this problem were presented at the Fourthinternational onferene on Dynami Systems and Appliations, Atlanta, 21{24 May 2003, by the�rst author. Our referene list is seletive to the work posed in this artile; indeed we emphasizethat this is not a omplete survey artile, but merely an attempt to advertise this area of researhwhih ontinues to attrat muh interest. Our results here have been made possible beause ofreent investigations of the authors and their ollaborators, dealing with approximations of singularintegrals, uniform bounds for weighted Hilbert transforms and pointwise onvergene of weightedLagrange interpolation polynomials and their derivatives.



We refer the interested reader to the referenes ited and the many ited therein for a detailedaount of this exiting topi. In what follows, we outline the struture of this paper. In Setion 2,we introdue our lass of weights and our funtion lass and disuss weighted Hilbert transforms. InSetion 3, we onsider the problem of weighted polynomial approximation and show how it an beused to study approximations of singular integrals. Finally, in Setion 4, we state our main resulton the stability and numerial approximation of singular integral equations.In what follows, C will denote an absolute positive onstant whih may take on di�erent valuesfrom time to time and will be independent of x, y, f and n. �n will always denote the lass ofpolynomials of degree at most n � 1.2 Weighted Hilbert TransformsIn this setion, we introdue the idea of a weighted Hilbert transform and show that it is a boundedoperator from a spae of loally Lipshitz funtions of frational order to itself.2.1 Class of weightsWe begin with the de�nition of a suitable lass of weights whih is ontained in:De�nition 1 Let w := exp(�Q) where Q : R ! R is ontinuous and even. We shall all suh aweight admissible, if it satis�es the following additional onditions:(a) Q0 is ontinuous in (0;1), Q(0) = 0 andlimjxj!1Q(x) =1:(b) Q00 exists and is positive in (0;1).() The funtion T (x) := xQ0(x)Q(x) ; x 6= 0is quasi-inreasing in (0;1) (T (x) � CT (y); x � y) with� � T (x) � C; x 2 (0;1)for some � > 1.(d) Q(2)(x)jQ0(x)j � C jQ0(x)jQ(x) ; x 2 R:De�nition 1 de�nes a general lass of weights of smooth polynomial deay at in�nity. A typialexample of suh a weight is given byw(x) := w�(x) := exp ��jxj�� ; � > 1; x 2 Rof whih the Hermite weight (� = 2) is a speial ase. Here T = � identially. Suh weights areoften alled Freud weights in the literature. The onditions (a-b) are weak smoothness assumptions,whereas onditions (-d) are regularity onditions. Indeed, it is easy to hek that ondition ()fores Q to grow as a polynomial at �1 and (d) ensures that the derivatives of Q do not grow toomuh faster than Q itself.We mention that it is not essential for the reader to absorb De�nition 1 for the remainder ofthis paper. Indeed, it is enough to onsider the anonial example w� for many of the appliationsdesribed below.We refer the interested reader to the setions below and to the book [16℄, the surveys [3℄, [9℄ andthe referenes ited therein for further perspetives and appliations of this weight lass.



2.2 Funtion ClassGiven an admissible weight w and a �xed number 0 < � < 1, we are now able to de�ne our funtionlass. This is ontained inDe�nition 2 De�neX = Cw� := ff : R ! R; limjxj!1 jfwj(x) = 0; fw loally Lipshitz of order �g:Sine we will need to approximate in this spae, we need a suitable notion of distane and thus we�nd it onvenient to metrize X with a natural norm given bykfkX := kfwkL1(R)+ Lw� (f); f 2 X:Here and throughout, k � kLp(I) denotes the Lp(1 < p � 1) norm on a �nite or in�nite interval Iwhen well de�ned, and Lw� (f), is the smallest onstant D > 0 (depending on f , � and w), suh thatjf(x)w(x) � f(y)w(y)j � Djx� yj�for all x and y suÆiently lose in R.We have:Lemma 1 X is a Banah spae with respet to the norm k � kX .Heneforth, when we refer to the spae X , we mean that X is de�ned with respet to the normk � kX above, and depends on a �xed and given admissible weight w and onstant 0 < � < 1.2.3 De�nition of the Weighted Hilbert TransformFormally, for measurable f : R ! R, we de�neK[f ℄ := 1�H [fw2℄(x) := 1� lim"!0+ Zjx�tj�" fw2(t)x� t dt; x 2 Rto be the weighted Hilbert transform of f , where the integral above is understood as a Cauhyprinipal value integral.It is straightword to hek that this integral exists if, for example,� fw2 is loally Lipshitz of some frational order and� jfw2j(x) = O �jxj�Æ� as jxj ! 1 for some Æ > 0.2.4 Analogue of Privalov's TheoremWe may now state the following result whih, for ompat intervals and with w � 1, is an analogueof Privalov's lassi theorem, see [11, Setion 14.1℄.Theorem 1 Let 0 < � < 1 and w be admissible. ThenK[�℄ : X ! X:Moreover, K[�℄ is a bounded operator.Theorem 1 and its proof is due to Damelin and Diethelm and is ontained in [8℄. Important toolsin the proof are the following uniform boundedness results, whih follow from results of Damelin in[4℄.Theorem 2: Uniform Boundeness I Let w be admissible, x 2 R and let " be any smallpositive number. ThenjwK(f)(x)j � kfwkL1(R)+ Z "0 jf(x+ y=2)w2(x+ y=2)� f(x� y=2)w2(x � y=2)jy dy



for all measurable f : R ! R for whih the left hand side exists and the right hand side is �nite. Inpartiular, if f 2 X then kwK[f ℄kL1(R) � CkfkX :Theorem 3: Uniform Boundedness II Let g : R ! R be measurable and supported in[�A;A℄ for some A > 0. Let x 2 [�A;A℄ and let " > 0 be any small and positive number. Setub(x) := (1 + jxj)b, b 2 R. Then:��H [gu�1=4℄u1=4�� (x) � A1=4kgk1 + ����u1=4(x) Z x+"x�" (gu�1=4)(t)t� x dt����and ��H [gu1=4℄u�1=4�� (x) � logAkgk1 + ����u�1=4(x) Z x+"x�" (gu+1=4)(t)t� x dt���� :2.5 Some HistoryIndeed, the subjet of bounds on Hilbert transforms and singular integrals has a rih history and hasbeen studied by many people. In partiular, and in onnetion with our work, we mention the workof Riesz, Nevai, Xu, Shi, Lubinsky, Rabinowitz, Jha, K�onig, Nielsen, Askey, Waigner, Mukenhoupt,Mikhlin, Pr�ossdorf, Makovoz, De Bonis, Della Vehia, Crisuolo, Mastroianni, Damelin, Diethelm,Jung and Kwon. See [3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 17℄ and the many referenes ited therein. In partiular,as natural analogues of Theorems 2 and 3, we mention the following lassial results of Riesz andMukenhoupt.Theorem 4 Let 1 < p <1 and u : R ! [0;1) be measurable. ThenZR jH [f ℄(x)jpu(x)dx � C ZR jf(x)jpu(x)dxfor all measurable f : R ! R for whih the left hand side exists and the right hand side is �nite ifand only if there exists C1 > 0 suh that for every interval I ,� 1jI j ZI u(x)dx� � 1jI j ZI u(x) 11�p dx�p�1 � C1:Theorem 5 Let b < 1� 1=p, B > �1=p, b � B and 1 < p <1. Then we havekH [f ℄(1 + jxj)bkLp(R) � Ckf(1 + jxj)BkLp(R)for all measurable f : R ! R for whih the left hand side exists and the right hand side is �nite.3 Weighted Polynomial Approximation and Approximationof Singular Integrals3.1 The Possibility of Weighted Polynomial ApproximationAn important step in the proof of Theorem 1 in Setion 2 is to establish good approximations forthe singular integrals de�ned by the weighted Hilbert transform. These were investigated in detailby Damelin and Diethelm in their papers [6, 7℄. Apart from the problem of the singularity of theintegrand, a natural problem arises in that the ontinuous funtions f : R ! R studied are de�nedover the whole real line and indeed may be allowed to beome unbounded at �1. If we wish toapproximate by polynomials, whih themselves are unbounded at �1, this problem leads naturallyto the idea of weighted polynomial approximation: Let w be an admissible weight. Then ifkPwkL1(R) <1



for every polynomial P , we have thatkxnwkL1(R) <1; n = 0; 1; 2; : : :whih fores the ondition limjxj�!1 xnw(x) = 0; n = 0; 1; 2; : : : :Sine we are approximating, it is thus natural to assume that our ontinuous funtion f satis�esjfwj(x) ! 0; jxj ! 1:3.2 The Possibility of Weighted Approximation on the Real Line. Bern-stein's Problem and its Solution.The following is folklore and may be viewed as an analogue of the lassial Weierstrass's densitytheorem for ontinuous funtions on ompat intervals, see [9, 18℄ and the referenes ited therein.Bernstein's Problem (1910/1911)Let W := exp(�Q)where Q : R �! Ris even and Q(ex) is onvex in (0;1): Is it true that for every ontinuous f : R �! R withlimjxj!1 jfW j(x) = 0and for all " > 0, there exists a polynomial P suh thatk(f � P )wkL1(R) < "?The answer to this question depends on Q. Indeed it is preisely known for whih hoies of Qwe may expet a positive answer. We have the following result whih in its present form should beattributed to Carleman, Dzhrbashyan, Akhiezer and Babenko.Theorem 6: Let W := exp(�Q)where Q : R �! Ris even and Q(ex) is onvex in (0;1): Then the following are equivalent:(a) For every ontinuous f : R �! R with limjxj!1 jfW j(x) = 0and for every " > 0; there exists a polynomial P suh thatk(f � P )WkL1(R) < ":(b) ZR Q(x)1 + x2 dx =1:



3.3 Error Bounds for Numerial QuadraturesNotie that the ondition (b) above fores Q to grow as fast as a polynomial at in�nity. In partiular,density holds for admissible weights w with the weight w� , a typial example. Armed with the above,Damelin and Diethelm began a program in [6, 7, 8℄ to disretize the equations�w2(x)f(x) �K[f ℄(x) = g(x)w2+Æ(x); x 2 R; (3.1)given in (1.1). To do this, we de�ne a sequene of approximating funtions (fn)n�1, fn : R ! R by�w2(x)fn(x)�K[Ln(f)℄(x) = g(x)w2+Æ(x); x 2 R (3.2)where Ln[f ℄ is a suitable interpolation polynomial whih interpolates f at any interpolatory arrayof n � 1 points. For onveniene, we shall set Kn[�℄ := H [Ln[�℄w2℄; n � 1 and denote by L(X;X)the spae of all bounded operators from X to X .We reall that Theorem 1 says that K 2 L(X;X).We now numerially approximate the solutions of (3.1) by proving a stability result and errorbounds. For this, we will need to interpolate.Interpolation array hoie: De�ne orthonormal polynomials pn(w2) of full degree n byZR pk(w2)pn(w2)w2 = Ækn:and order their n simple zeroes byxn;n(w2) < xn�1;n(w2) < � � � < x2;n(w2) < x1;n(w2):We also de�ne x0;n to be a point with the property thatjpn(x0;n)w(x0;n)j = kpnwkL1(R)and set xn+1;n = �x0;n. Let us set Vn+2 to be the n zeroes above together with the two additionalpoints �x0;n; n � 1 and write Ln+2[f ℄ := Ln+2(f; Vn+2) as the unique Lagrange interpolatingpolynomial in �n+1 for the funtion f with nodes xj;n; 0 � j � n+ 1, i.e.Ln+2[f ℄(xj;n) := Ln+2(f; Vn+2)(xj;n) = f(xj;n); 0 � j � n+ 1:Finally let En[f ℄w;1 := infP2Pn k(f � P )wkL1(R)denote the error of best weighted polynomial approximation to f from the spae �n of polynomialsof degree at most n.The following result should be attributed to both Szabados and Damelin and Diethelm, see[7, 19℄.Theorem 7 Let f : R �! R be ontinuous withlimjxj!1 jfwj(x) = 0:Then uniformly for f and large enough n,kLn+2[f ℄wkL1(R) � CkfwkL1(R) logn:Now set Rn[�℄ := K[�℄�Kn[�℄; n � 1:Theorem 7 allowed Damelin and Diethelm to estimate Rn[�℄ preisely in [7℄. For simpliity, we statetheir result for w� ; � > 1. This result is essentially sharp in error for all admissible weights w.Theorem 8 Let f : R �! R be di�erentiable withlimjxj!1 jfw�j(x) = 0and with kf 0w�kL1(R) <1. Then uniformly for f and large enough nkRn[f ℄kL1(R) � Ckf 0w�kL1(R)n 1��1 logn:



4 Integral Equation: Error Bounds and StabilityIn this �nal setion, we state our main result from [8℄.Let us �x, w admissible, 0 < � < 1 and g 2 X . Let � be a positive number whih will be hosenlater and onsider the formal integral equation�w2(x)f(x) �K[f ℄(x) = g(x)w2+Æ(x); x 2 R; (4.1)with some Æ > 0 where K[�℄ := 1�H [w2�℄:Here and in the following, I denotes the identity operator on X .Theorem 9a We have (�I �K)�1 2 L(X;X), the solution f of (4:1) satis�es f 2 X andw2(x)f(x) = ��2 + 1g(x)w2+Æ(x) + 1�2 + 1 � 1�H [w2+Æg℄(x); x 2 R: (4.2)We now de�ne the approximation sequene of funtions ffng ; n � 1 by:�w2(x)fn(x)�K[Ln[fn℄℄(x) = g(x)w2+Æ(x); x 2 R; (4.3)where, as above, Ln[h℄ interpolates the funtion h at the array fx1;n; : : : ; xn;ng of n interpolationpoints spei�ed above.We have:Theorem 9b Assume that � is as in De�nition 1 with � > 12=5 and f 0w 2 L1(R). Then wehave (�I �Kn)�1 2 L(X;X) for eah �xed n � 1 provided � is not an eigenvalue of Kn. Moreover,if � is not an eigenvalue of Kn, for all suÆiently large and �xed n thenfw2 � fnw2 = (�I �Kn)�1K[f � Ln[f ℄℄w2: (4.4)Moreover k(f � fn)w2kL1(R) � Ck(�I �Kn)�1kX!Xn1=6En�1[f ℄w;1: (4.5)Conlusion We onlude by mentioning that Theorem 9 is only the beginning of the story.Indeed, see [1, 2, 12, 13℄, many urrent appliations demand an intensive investigation of integralequations involving other weights of di�erent deays on the real line, on �nite intervals and domainsin the plane as well as disretizations with other interpolation and approximation operators andarrays. So there is work to be done!Aknowledgements The �rst author would like to thank A. Mingarelli and M. Sambandhamfor the exellent onferene. The �rst author also thanks Kai Diethelm, Kil Kwon and Hee SunJung for many years of fruitful ollaborations.Referenes[1℄ J. T. Chen, D. W. You: Hystereti damping revisited. Adv. Engineering Software 28 (1997), pp165{171.[2℄ J. T. Chen, D. W. You: An integral-di�erential equation approah for the free vibration of aSDOF system with hystereti damping. Adv. Engineering Software 30 (1999), pp 43{48.[3℄ S.B. Damelin,Marinkiewiz-Zygmund inequalities and the numerial approximation of singularintegrals for exponential weights: methods, results and open problems, some new, some old ;Journal of Complexity 19 (2003), pp 406-415.
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